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Title: 1929-1984 Landscape
Artist: Walter Redinger
Year: 1973
Materials: Fibreglass

Based in Ontario for most of his life, Walter Redinger was well known for his
elemental, bone, or pod-like fiberglass sculptures. Created in 1973 (a year after
Redinger represented Canada in the Venice Biennale), 1929-1984 Landscape is the
very first work that was commissioned for the Gairloch Gardens Sculpture Park. The
title of the work alludes to the 1929 stock market crash and George Orwell’s wellknown dystopian work of fiction, 1984. By framing the decades between these years,
Redinger marks out an era of instability in which visions of a dystopian future were fast
coming to pass. Vaguely anthropomorphic, the four figures in this sculptural group
suggest community, albeit one in which individual identities have been eroded by the
mechanical and societal developments of a fast-changing world.
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Title: Still Life & Blind
Artist: John McEwen
Year: 1988
Materials: Aluminum and Steel

John McEwen is well known within Canada for his large-scale sculptures of
animals, especially dogs, deer, and wolves, often flame-cut from slabs of steel. He is
interested in how these animals can spark a sense of mystery and magic in the human
imagination and reveal the interconnections between what we perceive as “nature” and
“culture.” In Still Life and Blind, the minimal outline of a deer is just visible from a
distance, standing at the lake’s edge. In its original installation, the piece also included
a “blind”–a camouflaged place for humans to watch animals without being seen–and
here serves as a prompt to consider the relationship between the viewer and the
viewed.
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Title: Channel
Artist: Liz Magor
Year: 2004
Materials: Bronze

Over the past five decades, Liz Magor has developed a world-renowned
practice that considers the objects and things with which we are surrounded. Clothing,
packaging, labels, furniture, twigs, branches, and tree stumps: throughout our lives we
are surrounded with “stuff,” both natural and “made,” with which we often form
complex relationships. Magor’s work considers what these relationships say about our
personal desires and insecurities, and the wider pressures of societal, economic, and
other outside forces. Often her objects become subtly altered through processes of
casting, remodeling, or resituating, so that the boundary between the real and the
simulated is no longer clear. Lying in a wooded area of Gairloch Gardens, Channel is a
tree stump cast in bronze that seems at first glance to be entirely at one with its natural
surroundings. Look closely, however, and two eye-like openings become apparent.
This suggestively anthropomorphic twist catches us off guard and reveals our
profoundly unstable relationship to the things we think we know.
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Title: Falling Up
Artist: Ian Lazarus
Year: 1983
Materials: Buffed stainless steel

Since the early 1970s, Ian Lazarus has created sculptures for exhibitions and
public environments in Malaysia, Ireland, Mexico, and across Canada. Glimpsed
momentarily by motorists as they drive past Gairloch Gardens along Lakeshore Road,
Falling Up creates the absurd, paradoxical illusion of four solid, stainless steel pillars
seemingly knocked upwards, as though rewinding backwards in time. This subtly
surreal backwards motion catches us off guard, creating a temporary rupture in our
understanding of gravity and the natural order of things. “Falling Up” was specifically
commissioned for the Gairloch Gardens Sculpture Park.
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Title: Wind Bower
Artist: Catherine Widgery
Year: 1990
Materials: Steel, laminated walnut and mahogany

Active as a sculptor for 30 years, American artist Catherine Widgery has
developed numerous public artworks that integrate technology and the natural
environment. Situated just steps away from the front door of Oakville Galleries at
Gairloch Gardens, Widgery’s Wind Bower is an interactive, immersive work that
captures the shifting sights and sounds of the garden. Consisting of an open structure
of metal rods with a seating area and a canopy of softly tinkling wind chimes, the work
is at once a product of industry and intellect, and a pleasant, shady nook for passersby
to sit and become attuned to the shifting sensations of nature.
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Name: Giant Beaver Charm
Artist: Fastwürms
Year: 1999-2000
Materials: Chrome-plated steel, surgical stainless steel and bronze

The immersive installations of the Canadian collective Fastwürms bring together
conceptual art, relational aesthetics, popular aesthetics, do-it-yourself amateurism, and
humour with various sub-cultural sensibilities –queer, working-class, wiccan, occult,
and gothic. The duo also has a long-standing affinity with and reverence for the natural
world and animals, especially cats (their own cats often feature in their work). Wrapped
around a distinctive coniferous tree, Giant Beaver Charm is–as the title suggests–an
oversized charm bracelet with a giant suspended beaver tooth, among other
ornaments. Commissioned as part of the Oakville Galleries exhibition Beaver Tales in
2000, it reworks and subverts Canada’s entrenched national icon, suggesting
alternative symbologies and systems of belief.
Note: “Giant Beaver Charm” is only installed and visible in the summer.
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